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Abstract

Fueled by machine learning, past decade has seen significant research efforts

dedicated to advance volcano-seismic data processing. However, to meet

operational requirements, these algorithms are validated on direct compar-

isons of their predictions with annotated references. Thus, the development

of a data-driven software is required to refine annotations in a manageable

way. This paper presents PICOSS (Python Interface for the Classification of

Seismic Signals), a modular data-curator platform for volcano-seismic data

analysis: detection, segmentation and classification. With exportability and

standardization at its core, users can select automatic or manual workflows

to annotate seismic data from the suite of expanded tools, including deep

neural networks and spectral analysis. Implemented modules follow an intu-

itive design to comprise, on a small-scale software, the essential data-labelling

tasks required for large-scale volcano-seismic studies.
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1. Introduction1

Seismic networks are the backbone of volcano monitoring programs world-2

wide. Rapid technological advances over the past two decades have made the3

installation of geophysical networks with multiple sensors increasingly more4

affordable; thus, large amounts of data are routinely generated and archived5

at volcano and earthquake observatories. Earthquakes at volcanoes may oc-6

cur at rates as high as hundreds of events per hour during periods of unrest [1];7

their waveforms must be extracted from the continuous seismic records and8

classified. Volcano-seismic signals are traditionally classified based on either9

waveform appearance (e.g., the number and type of seismic phases visible)10

and frequency domain features (e.g., the frequency band over which most11

energy is predominantly delivered). Two of the most widely adopted classi-12

fication schemes for volcanic earthquakes are those of [2] and [3], with differ-13

ent terminology but similar classification criteria. Today’s most commonly14

adopted volcano-seismic classifications include high-frequency (HF), hybrids15

or mixed frequency (MF), low-frequency (LF) earthquakes and tremor (T),16

in addition to a number of other signals generated by surface processes (land-17

slides, lahars, pyroclastic flows), and explosions (E). Over the years, different18

solutions for analysing continuous seismic data have been implemented ([4],19

[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]). These softwares range from open source solutions,20

frequently offered at the cost of complex setup procedures, to simpler data21

analysis frameworks often based on commercial high-level programming lan-22

guages. Most recently, the Python language has gained popularity in the23

field of seismology and new toolboxes have been developed; the most pop-24

ular example is Obspy [11], a flexible and modular environment to access25
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seismic data in different formats, and to perform both basic and high-level26

data analysis tasks on multi-channel seismic data [12]. Our first-generation27

interface [10] is rooted on Python and Obspy routines specifically designed28

for manual picking of P and S wave arrival times, of essential importance29

on source location and tomography tasks. However, modern seismic process-30

ing pipelines requires data-centric software design guidelines to capture the31

needs of large-scale deployments. Thus, based on our experience with [10]32

and a more complete understanding of the requirements for building robust33

and desirable procedures to refine seismic datasets, we have built PICOSS34

(Python Interface for the Classification of Seismic Signals), a modular open35

source interface designed to support visualization, detection and characteri-36

zation of volcano-seismic signals. Having a single graphical interface that can37

span a wide range of tasks significantly simplify the seismologists workflow.38

PICOSS expands our first-generation interface by implementing additional39

signal processing and machine learning techniques routinely used in volcano40

observatories and in research. Additionally, the simplicity of its GUI is an41

enhancement, offering opportunities for its use in higher education classroom42

settings.43

2. PICOSS Description44

PICOSS is a program conceived to detect and label volcano-seismic datasets,45

which offers a high-level of modularity as required for modern seismology46

toolboxes. All outputs are stored in easily accessible, platform-independent,47

standard format. This format includes segmentation times, along with the48

identified type of event, quality of the event, and extra seismological infor-49
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mation used to build robust datasets. PICOSS can access seismic data from50

community waveform data servers (e.g., the Incorporated Research Institu-51

tion for Seismology Data Management Center, IRIS DMC), and from off-line52

data structures in multiple formats. Therefore, PICOSS is build to enable53

the following work-flow loop:54

1. Manual Inspection: PICOSS provides a fully-functional GUI inter-55

face for manual inspection of seismic events, allowing the analyst to56

associate custom loaded labels and organise relevant seismic informa-57

tion to annotate the data. Supervised earthquake analysis capabilities58

include time-frequency analysis, and assignment of classification labels59

and picking times.60

2. Detection: PICOSS supplies algorithms, such us STA/LTA (Short-61

Term Average/Long-Term Average) [17] or adaptative multi-band pro-62

cessing algorithm (AMPA; [9]) to perform automatic detection and63

picking. Additional infrastructure and binding modules are also pro-64

vided to ease the integration with new algorithms.65

3. Classification: The program includes a classification module that cat-66

egorizes seismic signals according to Frequency Index analysis ([21]) or67

a multi-volcano pre-trained neural network ([20]) specifically designed68

to refine datasets and decrease manual inspection time.69

Our software can read labels and/or phase arrival times from existing70

catalogs, and associate them to waveform data. By default, PICOSS include71

the most common labels in volcanic-seismology. However, specific catego-72

rization schemes can be loaded via the ”Extra Info” menu, which permits a73
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broader range of applications (i.e, infra-sound or hydro-acoustic data). Fi-74

nally, the classification module permits the imported segmented signals to75

be grouped based on unsupervised learning techniques, thus providing an76

intuitive visualization tool of data hierarchies. Specifically, active learning,77

i.e., the continuous and interactive querying of data following an acquisition78

function criteria, is incorporated as a procedure to decrease the amount of79

time required for data labelling and model adaptation [13]. A Command Line80

Interface (CLI) is provided with a set of auxiliary task for data conversion81

between formats and add scalability to the whole workflow.82

2.1. PICOSS GUI83

PICOSS can display continuous streams, currently up to 24h, along with84

their spectrogram and Fourier power spectrum. Figure 1 shows an example85

of continuous seismic data recorded on 19th October, Montserrat Volcano ob-86

servatory (MVO), station MBGA, vertical component Z [14]. The analyst87

can drag-select any part of the loaded stream, visualize the spectrogram and88

the spectrum, and annotate the data. Above the main trace panel (main),89

PICOSS includes a toolbar from which the user can access most of the pro-90

gram facilities, i.e: loading traces, signal processing routines, detection and91

picking routines or add extra (custom) information. The default seismic92

labels offered by PICOSS follows common classification practice and termi-93

nology in volcano-seismology, although custom labels can be loaded via the94

”Extra Info” menu. Additionally, a quality factor, Q, can be assigned to the95

signal as a qualitative measure of the analyst’s confidence in the classifica-96

tion; Q ranges from 1 (very poor) to 5 (excellent). Segmented events can97

be compared with data recorded on other stations/components; the options98
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Visualize other components and Visualize other stations open an auxiliary99

small GUI in which the user can explore other components and/or stations.100

PICOSS is written in Python, and built on Obspy [11], a popular Python-101

based seismic data analysis package. Libraries for segmentation, classification102

and detection are programmed in NumPy and Scipy. The CLI provides access103

to these specific routines, with a set of auxiliary tasks, including the conver-104

sion of segmented results from NumPy to MATLAB, earthquake detection,105

picking routines and automated classification of volcanic signatures.106

3. Earthquake detection and segmentation107

The earthquake detection functionality allow the configuration of earth-108

quake detection and picking based on STA/LTA, AMPA and/or more specific109

detectors for low frequency events, including those based on simple envelop110

processing [15] and wavelet decomposition [16].111

Figure 2 shows results from the application of the STA/LTA triggering al-112

gorithm to a seismic swarm recorded at Mount St. Helens in 2004. Detection113

results can be further extended with automated segmentation with REMOS114

(Recursive Entropy Method of Segmentation) algorithm [18]. REMOS is an115

end-to-end approach which uses the detection time as the anchor point of an116

exploration window to determine the exact boundaries (beginning and end of117

an event) based on entropy measures. By taking measurements of the seismic118

energy, a minimum entropy criterion is used by REMOS to investigate large119

amounts of earthquake triggers and to discriminate and parse events into in-120

dividual waveforms. REMOS configuration parameters shall be selected by121

the analyst to meet operational requirements specifically for each volcano.122
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Figure 1: (a) Screenshot of PICOSS Main Interface, showing a sequence of manually

segmented high-frequency events from Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat, recorded the

19th October 1997.
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Figure 2: Example of application of STA/LTA, using the PICOSS interface, to continuous

data recorded at Mt. St. Helens volcano on the 23rd November, 2004. PICOSS outputs

a standard format which includes onset detection times. Alternative earthquake trigger-

ing methods (e.g, AMPA), along with automated data segmentation (i.e., extraction of

earthquake waveforms with REMOS) are also included.

4. Spectral Analysis123

Whilst an analyst can manually segment and classify data from the main124

interface, PICOSS incorporates a semi-automated classification module. This125

classification is based on the well-known categorization scheme proposed by126

[3]. PICOSS automatic classification is based on a pre-trained Bayesian Neu-127

ral Network (BNN; [20]) and a frequency-index (FI) analysis [21], in which128

the logarithm of the ratio of spectral energies over user-specified frequency129

bands is computed:130
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Figure 3: Figure 3.a and 3.b show seismograms, spectrograms and power spectrum for

two segmented signals at BELO station. These earthquakes are classified as low-frequency

(3.a) and high-frequency (3.b), respectively. Figure 3.c shows high-frequency and low-

frequency spectra along with the threshold selection for frequency index calculation (see

main text). Mixed frequency events are confined within the interval [η1, η2].

FI = log10

(Ahigh

Alow

)
(1)131

where Ahigh and Alow are the spectral energies above and over user-132

specified frequency bands. A set of threshold values η = {η1, ηhybrid low, ηhybrid high, η2, η3}133

are defined as the FI thresholds that control how events are categorized ac-134

cording to their FI value. Events are classified as Low-Frequency (LF) if the135

FI is below the given threshold η1. Similarly, if the FI its greater than thresh-136

old η2, it is classified as High-Frequency (HF). The events with FI between η1137
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Figure 4: Temporal evolution of the frequency of detected in the 2005 St.Helens eruption,

station S02.

and η2 correspond to events with significant energy at both low and high fre-138

quencies and are categorized as hybrids. Parameters ηhybrid low and ηhybrid high139

can be configured to quantify hybrid events and overcome the limitation of a140

single threshold for HF and LF events (see Fig.3.c). The sufficient time t over141

which to consider low frequency or tremor depends of the analyst and the142

volcanic-environment [3]. As tremor and rockfall require different frequency143

characterization as those of high/low frequency events, η3 is a threshold to144

control whether an event is classified as a rockfall or tremor. For each event145

identified in the initial continuous trace, PICOSS extracts their waveform,146

computes the FI as in equation 1, assigns a label, and stores the results in147

.npy format.148

The implemented module includes a deep neural network trained in a149

multi-volcano datasets with shared knowledge representations across simi-150

lar seismic events. The trained network follows a Bayesian approach, in151

which the deterministic neural connections are substituted by probability152
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distributions, thus bridging the gap between Bayesian modelling and deep153

learning architectures [20] [13]. This probabilistic approach allows princi-154

pled uncertainty quantification for transient seismic sources. The computed155

uncertainty is exploited under an active learning setting: using a maximum156

entropy acquisition strategy, those segmented events with the highest classifi-157

cation uncertainty are selected (queried) to the user, which ultimately decides158

the samples that shall be used for re-training purposes. The included neu-159

ral network is trained on very characteristic events from Bezymianny and160

St.Helens volcanoes, under the generalization scheme proposed by [3] (see161

3). This has the advantage of reducing time while allowing the model to162

generalize for new data samples rapidly, even under intense seismic activity.163

Figure 4 depicts the temporal evolution of the FI for the volcano-seismic seg-164

mented events recorded at Mount St. Helens volcano, S02 station, using the165

pre-trained neural network. Only Q>2 are selected for this figure, as those166

below exhibit low SNR. Note the evolution of the frequency index over time;167

this type of analysis provides valuable, rapid, initial assessment of if and how168

seismic unrest evolves over time.169

5. Output formats170

The ultimate objective of PICOSS is to assist users to produce high-171

quality seismo-volcanic datasets. PICOSS stores earthquake segmentation172

and classification results by serializing the segmentation table (manual or au-173

tomatic) in a high and efficient Python format, the pickle format. PICOSS174

saves the start, end times (in seconds), along with the assigned label, the175

PeakAmplitude, the duration, quality Q values and additional comments176
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for further post-processing. Additionally, PICOSS allows the user to fur-177

ther edit the segmentation table. Finally, pickle formats can be converted to178

NumPy arrays, MATLAB data formats (.mat), text CSV or numerical Pan-179

das dataframe framework. The trigger times, along with the visualization, if180

required, are stored as NumPy arrays and can also be converted using the181

CLI utility functions included within ”convert data” script. Each stream is182

saved according to its metadata within the seismic network, including the183

station, component, year, day and last segmentation time.184

6. Conclusions185

At present, a wealth of available seismic data acquired at volcanoes world-186

wide remain largely underutilized. In this paper, we present PICOSS, a187

Python Interface for the Classification of Seismic Signals. PICOSS is a mod-188

ular open source software, with a graphical user interface designed for detec-189

tion, segmentation and classification, focus on exportability and standardiza-190

tion of data formats. PICOSS includes functionalities that are programmed191

as independent modules that can be easily adapted for operational require-192

ments at volcano observatories. The implemented modules are independent193

from each other, and provide a collection of tools to analyse volcano-seismic194

data. The user can switch between automatic or manual modes by incorpo-195

rating this suite of tools to efficiently compile complete catalogues of labelled196

volcano-seismic events. PICOSS could also be used for educational purposes,197

or refine other types of seismic data. All the modules of this interface are198

designed to reduce data labelling fatigue while increasing data classification199

efficiency.200
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